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George Fifield

I never had much truck with social media although 

I had to maintain a professional presence on much 

of it. I was an early explorer of the internet. When 

the world wide web came along, I had an early 

AOL account but ignored it to explore the ungated 

parts of the web and am still shocked to find out all 

the social media groups that cropped since 

Facebook, that I have never been a part of.

My first internet social media experience was 

Usenet. It really was like a giant bookstore that one 

could serendipitously discover all sorts of thing of 

interest. 



Here for example is the beginning of the FAQ for the Usenet 

group Alt.Magic from 1995.

“alt.magic is a public newsgroup with an estimated readership 

of 41,000+

ALL postings should be made with this in mind.

Q) What is the purpose of this group?

A) This group is for the discussion of magic as entertainment, 

including but not limited to close-up, sleight of hand, platform, 

stage, and illusion magic. For discussions of pagan, occult, and 

spiritual magic try alt.magick (note the "k"), alt.paranormal, 

alt.divination, or alt.pagan. There are also alt.skeptic, 

alt.hypnosis, and alt.paranormal for other non-magic 

discussions. It is also not for discussing Magic the card 

game....”



Another place we I spent way too much time was a dial-up 

BBS, (Bulletin Board System) called the Whole Earth 

'Lectronic Link, normally shortened to The WELL. A 

problem was that it was it was based in San Francisco and I 

was in Boston. The long distance phone charges (remember 

them) were killer. But it was here I first found out about 

Patrick O'Brian’s novels, for example.

There was much I missed. I wish I had been aware of the net 

art site, The Thing, started as a BBS in Cologne by 

Wolfgang Staehle in 1991 or the original äda'web curated by 

Benjamin Weil when it went up in May 1995 before the 

Walker preserved it.

Of course, by this point, I had whole-heartedly bought the 

“information should be free,” Kool-Aid. The WELL’s 

slogan was Steward Brand line, "You Own Your Own 

Words." But I and most others were fooled by the concept of 

the “free” web. Facebook figured out as well as all the 

others that they could be “free,” because they could 

monetized themselves by selling the information we freely 

gave them.



And then Ning came along. On Ning I could create my 

own custom social networks. Ning was co-founded by 

Marc Andreessen and Gina Bianchini and launched in 

October 2005. And until 2010 it was free. By June 2011 

there were over 90,000 social websites running on the 

Ning Platform. So I created a dozen social networks for 

all the important groups on my life. I had all these 

separate groups I was a part of, since I was organizing 

the Boston Cyberarts Festival then. And here I learned 

my greatest social network lesson. Out of all these 

social networks I built only one ever took off. Everyone 

I invited to the others ignored it. Or they joined for a 

few posts and never came back.



Building community was a great deal harder than I thought it 

would be. What is the secret for that? I think before a new social 

network for the arts comes along, the secret of building 

community should be addressed. One focused art community to 

look at is NEW-MEDIA-CURATING or CRUMB (Curatorial 

Resource for Upstart Media Bliss.) It is a social media site for 

curators of new media founded by Beryl Graham and Sarah 

Cook in England. It has been a huge success in attacking a loyal 

community of participants.




